NBCUniversal Adds 30,000 News and
Archival Screening Clips to Footage.net
NBC News has been a leading source of global news
and information for more than 75 years. During that
time they've amassed one of the world's truly great
collections of news and historical footage, and the
team at NBC News Archives is committed to helping
producers access this invaluable production resource.
Over the last few years, they've improved the quality of
their content and services, tapped content from other
brands in the NBCUniversal family, released previously
unexploited material and are now making large
amounts of news and archival footage available online. We're extremely pleased that over 30,000 of
their news and archival preview clips are now available for screening through Footage.net, greatly
expanding the quantity and quality of news content available for screening on our platform. And
while their content is more readily available online today for professionals to search, screen and
select clips, their team in New York remains focused on working directly with clients to deliver highly
customized service and expert research to exploit over 70 years of content from one of the world's
most respected news collection.

The Footage Search Collections Now On
Footage.net
We're extremely pleased to welcome the Footage
Search family of collections on board. Founded in 2002,
Monterey-based Footage Search has the natural world
covered with four unique, complimentary footage
brands under one roof: OceanFootage, NatureFootage,
Adventure Footage and 3DFootage. Sourcing footage
from over 300 of the world's best marine, nature and
adventure cinematographers, they've amassed the
largest collection of underwater and ocean imagery
online and a vast trove of stunning wildlife behavior,
scenic locations, and extreme sports video from the earth's most beautiful locations. Most of their
footage is native HD, and they offer both Rights Managed and Royalty Free license options. Footage
Search offers quality personal service, along with online tools that allow for in-depth browsing by
species, advanced search, video preview and online licensing. The diverse and visually stunning
footage collections of Footage Search are now available for screening on the Footage.net platform.

Historic Adds 167,000 Music, Entertainment
and Archival Clips to Footage.net
Historic Films Archives has an amazing collection of
libraries, with particular depth in the areas of music,
entertainment and celebrity footage, and the recent addition of their clips to the Footage.net
platform greatly enhances and expands our depth in these content categories. Their collections
include everything from Elvis Presley's first ever TV appearances to recent concert performances by
Rihanna, Britney Spears and Amy Winehouse. With the launch of their new, fully streaming online
website, Historic Films is able to offer immediate previews of thousands of hours of archival footage
from their stock footage library and "priority access" to thousands more entertainment & musical
performance clips for research, screening and downloading. Historic has been a longstanding
member of the Footage.net family, and we're excited to bring their online preview clips to our
worldwide user base for the first time. Over the years, the team at Historic Films Archives have
distinguished themselves with both their historical expertise, as well as their commitment to the
highest quality customer service. Their online screening capacities will only enhance their ability to
help creative professionals make full use of their outstanding production resources.

NHNZ Moving Images Brings Lamberti
Wildlife Collection Online
NHNZ Moving Images has launched the Lamberti Trust
Collection, a major wildlife footage archive, on-line for
the first time, adding a large volume of original South
African mammal and underwater footage to the Moving
Images archive. The Lamberti Collection is the result of
over 100 environmental and wildlife films produced by
wildlife enthusiast and visionary Peter Lamberti over 15
years, and will provide easily accessible, fresh content
for documentary and factual productions around the
world. These films cover a wide diversity of species and
explore some of the most beautiful and remote places in Africa. Moving Images is a specialist stock
footage archive delivering premium factual content to editorial and creative producers worldwide.
Contact: Caroline Cook, Ph +64 (03)479 9832 Email ccook@nhnz.tv.

Special Offers from Our Footage Partners
Please take a look at these exciting offers from our footage partners. You'll enjoy some great
savings on your next footage order, and get to know some of the world's greatest footage
archives.

About Footage.net
Footage.net is the world's premier online resource for stock footage research, providing
access to millions of online screening clips and text records. At Footage.net, you can search
over 38 world-class footage collections simultaneously, find the best motion content and
save time. Footage.net is also home to the Zap Email, a simple, effective tool for instantly
transmitting footage requests to over 50 of the world's top footage providers.

Global Footage Search
With Global Search, Footage.net users can simultaneously search 38 of the world's top
stock footage archives, find great content and save time. Footage.net provides access to a
growing collection of online screening clips as well as millions of detailed text records,
giving potential footage customers a simple way to discover and view our partners'
content.

Zap Email
Footage.net is home to the Zap Email, a simple, effective tool for instantly transmitting
footage requests to 50 of the world's top footage providers. Whether they're up against a
deadline or searching for an obscure clip, creative professionals rely on Zap Emails every
day to initiate their footage research projects, providing our Zap subscribers with a steady

stream of new leads.

Creative Directories
Footage.net exists to help production professionals find footage. But we also want to help
creative people find each other. That's why we launched the Footage.net Creative
Directories: to help all variety of visual communicators make connections. There are
currently two main directories: one for archives and one for creative professionals. A basic
listing in either is free.

